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PREFACE 
In 1979 the concept of self-replicating systems was proposed to 
NASA. Its  possible application for future space missions was discussed 
by the NASA Administrator and others w i t h  and outside the Agency. 
The very limited applicable literature, the highly theoretical and i~cademic 
treatment of the subject so far ,  and the considerable complexity of such 
a system have resulted in this concept being unfamiliar to the engineering 
community. 
This report originated from preparatory studies during 1979 and 
1980 in anticipntion of a 1980 Summer Study Workshop on "Automation 
MissionlTechnology Feasibility" directed at future NASA mission o2por- 
tunities with special consideration of self-replicating o r  growth systems. 
This  report presents n study to develop concepts of self-replicating 
systems that citn be addrcsscd in  technical terms and, thus,  generate an 
undcrst:intling of the conlposition :ind function of these systems. This 
objective h:ts bccn :tcllicvcd to ;I limited degwe here because only the 
outermost liiycrs of yro1)icms have been uncovered exposing numerous, 
yet unchalltecI, :ispect s. The results of this study phase, however, 
:Ippenr quite interesting. nnd arc submitted for helpful comments. NASA 
h n s  no currcnt plans to pursuc n tlevclopment program on self-replicating 
systems. 
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 
SELF-REPLI CATING SYSTEMS - A SYSTEMS 
ENGINEERING APPROACH 
SUMMARY 
In the late 1940's John von Neunlann began to develop a theory of 
self-replicating automata. Others followed and completed and expanded 
on his theories. This study presents an effort to convert the symbolic 
abstractions of self-replicating automata into technical engineering con- 
cepts. The various elements of such a system are defined and their 
tasks described. A first concept of a universal constructor is  presented, 
a device which can build any machine if provided with proper instructions. 
Its elements and their ttlsks are described. The problems of univqrsal 
parts production and systems closure are discussed. 
Thc plnoblcms of exponential growth of such a system are addressed 
and solutions arc presented to the problem of crowding and future expan- 
sion. The interesting computational aspects of growth rates involving 
various recursive number sequences are odtlined . Among the selected 
areas for further study are the problem of mutations and reliability. This 
study is  a very first approach to a complex engineering problem. It is 
hoped that further study will provide sufficient understanding for a corn- 
prehensive engineering ilssess~nent .
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
In the late 1940's John von Neumann [ 11 began to develop a theory of 
automata. His substantial and unique works covered a broad area from 
which one is of particular interest in this study. He formulated and 
partially answared a basic question: What kind of logical organization is 
sufficient for an automaton to be able to replicate itself? He addressed 
and resolved the two a priori arguments against the possibility of self- 
replication: (1) that it is natural to expect the constructing automaton ., 
be more comj)lex than the constructed one and, ( 2 )  that unreliable parts 
cannot build a reliable system. Von Neumann's work is  quite theoretical 
and describes the complexities of his five models of self-replication. 
Others that followed him completed clnd expanded on his theories. 
To the knowledge of the authors there is no documented effort 
available to transform the theory into concrete engineering terms and 
concepts. This study attempts u first approach to the complex subject 
of self-replication in terms of engineering concepts, converting the 
abstractions of theory into building blocks of technical systems and 
scenarios. 
An engineering reference system is postulated here. The large 
number . ~ f  options that apye; -ed during the study was recognized; how- 
ever all were disregarded except those of major magnitude and importance. 
A self-replicating system (SRS ) is an organization of system elements 
capable of producing exact replicas of itself who, in turn ,  will produce 
exact replicas of themselves. The total number of systems thus generated 
grows exponentially. The replication process uses materials or components 
from its environment and continues automatically until the process is ter- 
minated. The SRS includes one system element which is the production 
plant f ~ r  the desired product. 
SRS's are applicable if the following criteria are fulfilled: 
Large number of identical itcms required 
Otherwise very long production pcriods 
Raw material or  parts available on site 
Space available for replication. 
At the beginning a first, reasonably sized primary SRS would be 
placed in the desired area, the self-replication process would be initiated 
and continued untii the desired proauction capacity has been reached. 
This limited study attempts to investigate some aspe of SRS1s 
with rcgu d to engineering concepts and systems growth cr.a,-acteristics. 
2.0 THE ANATOMY OF A SELF-REPLICATING SYSTEM 
2 . 1  General 
J .  von Neumann considered five different ways by which self- 
replication of a system would be possible : The kinematic, the cellular, the 
neuron, the continuous, and the probabilistic machine. Information on the 
latter three machines remained fragmentary; the cellular automation approach 
appears to be only a basis for theoretical analysis rather than for conceptual 
engineering design, and 1.0 link could be established between this option 
and a concrete machine design. 
This report, therefore, is based on the kinematic model. Two extreme 
versions are possible here: one, where each replicating system is  auto- 
nomous and of general purpose capability and two, where specialized indi- 
vidual systems elements are replicated by a central facility and are locatcd 
in gmups. The system grows by increasing the number of individual system 
elements [ 2 ] .  The self-replicating, general-purpose autonomous concept is 
described and conceptut~lized here because it.seems to have the greatest 
survival chance, reliability and versatility toward unexpected events. 
The anatomy of an SRS is defined by two end cond'itions: (1) the 
type and quantity of products required within a certain time and ( 2 )  the 
available material required for these products and for the SRS itself. 
The basic system elements of an SRS are (Fig. 1 and Frontispiece): 
Material Processing and Feedstock Production E tnt (MP) 
Materids Depot (MD) 
Parts Production Plant (PP) 
Parts Depot for Replication (PDR) 
Parts Depot for Production (PDP) 
Production Facility (PF) 
Universal Corlstructor (IJC) 
Product Depot (PD) 
Product Retrieval System (PRS ) 
End Product Assembly /Collection System (EPS ) 
Energy System (ES) . 
The Work Breakdown Structure (Table 1) lists all SRS system elements and 
systems recognized in this study. The general nature of these is briefly 
described as follows. 

TABLE 1. WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE 
2.2 Materials Pmcessing and Feedstock Production Plant (MP (Fig. 2)  
H e r e ,  raw materials ;ire gathered by strip or deep mining, :inalysed, 
separated and pmcessed into feedstock like sheets, bars. ingots, c;tstings. 
and other. Thc proccssctl fccdstock is tllcn laycd out :lnd stored in ii 
materials depot (MD). 'l'he MP h~ t s  it high degree of alutonomy including 
self-maintenance and repair. It is linked to a central su~~c rv i so ry  cwntrol 
system which is described later. The MP, therefore, consists of: 
Mining Facility 
Material Analysis and Separation Facility 
Material Trnnsport Systenis 
Materi J Refining. Systems 
Material Processing Systems 
Feedstock Transport itnd Distribution System 
Commiind and Control S ys terns. 
2.3 MaterinlDepot (RID) 
The RIP deposits the \ :rious fccdstock categories according to a 
pre-determined plan such that thc subseyucnt parts  productien may pro- 
ceed in the most expedient way. It also forms a buffer during interrup- 
tions in  the MP or  PP. Thcreforc the MD consists of: 
Feedstock Transport and Hi~ndling System 
Feedstock Recognition System 
Accounting System . 
2.4 Parts Production Plant (PP) (Fig. 3) 
The PP sclccts itnd transports feedstock from the MD and produces 
all parts rccluircd !'or SIiS replication tind the products. Thc finished 
purts itrc 1;tyccl out ; ~ n d  stored in cithcr the Replication Parts Depot (PDR)  
or the l'roductioll 1':11*ts Ilcpot ( 1'I)P) . The 1)P is highly automated includ- 
i n g  matcI*iaI tl*;~nsl)ol.t :~n( i  distribution, production, control and subassem- 
bly opcrittio . 'l'llc p:~l*ts production covers thc total requirements for 
the SRS r~plici~tioll ;111(1 (i)r tllc p~'o(iuct production. The problems of 
univcrs:tl p:~rts  pl-ocluction ;~nti  systc~ns closurc :Ire discussed in  Section 
3.6. 
The PP, therchrc ,  consists of: 
Feedstock Transport and Miintlling System 
Feedstock Recognition S ystern 
Feedstock Distribution Systenl 
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Parts Production Systems 
Subassembly F a d t i e s  
Parts and Subassembly Transport and Handling Systems 
Waste Recycle Loop System 
Command and Control Systems, 
2.5 Parts Depots 
2.5.1 Replication Parts Depot (PDR) 
All parts and subassemblies required for replication of complete 
SRSts are stored here in lots destined for specific ' :ility construction. 
The layout is pLanned for the most expedient delivery to the construction 
sites by meails described later. It also forms a buffer during interrup- 
tions in PP and UC. 
2.5.2 Production Parts Depot (PDP) 
Here, parts are stored exclusively for use ir, manufacturing the 
desired products in the PF. If this facility requires certain raw materials 
in addition to parts and subassemblies, these materials will have passed 
directly through the PP unchanged and stored in the PDR. The PDP 
also acts as a buffer during interruptions in PP and PF. 
2.6 I h e  Product Facility (PF) (Fig. 4) 
This facility produces the desired products. Parts and subassem- 
blies are picked up from the PDP, transported into the PF, and undergo 
specific manufacturing and production processes depending on the speci- 
fied product desired. The finished products are stored in the PD to 
await pickup by the PRS system. 
The PF, therefore, consists of: 
Parts and Subassembly Transport and Handling System 
Distribution System 
Production and Assembly Facilities 
Test Facilities 
'l: :ste Recycle Loop System 
Product Transport and Handling Systems 
Command and Control Systems. 
Two cptions exist to construct the PF (Fig. 5). Economic considerations 
and construction schedule studies will decide which path to take. This 
study considered option (a) where an initial PF was delivered together 
with the initial SRS. 
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2.7 The Universal Constructor (UC) (See Frontispiece) 
In principle, the UC is a system capable, upon instructions, of 
constructing any system. Here the purpose of the UC is to self-replicate 
a m p l e t e  SRS a specified number of times in such a way that these 
replicas, in turn,  construct replicas of themselves, and so on. The UC 
has the overall control and command function for i ts  own SRS as well as 
for the replicas until control and command functions have been replicated 
md transferred to the replicas. 
The command and control fuilctions of the Z!C can be overridden by 
axternal means. 
Unfortunately, von Ncun~ann [ I ]  did not f i ~ l c i  time before his death 
to ieave a design for a CU, rather what is ~v2Lii:lbl~ are symbolic and 
abstract functions, proofs, and sequcnces . T hcrefore , the following is 
a first attempt to generate a plausible engineering cvncept that would 
carry out the self-replication functions. The I!C has to perform the 
following tasks : 
Receiving Parts and Subnssen~blics 
Sorting Parts and Subassemblies 
Loading Parts and Subasscmblics 
Transporting Parts and Subt~ssemblics 
Assembling and Constructing Systems 
Installing Systems 
Integrating Systems 
Copying and Transferring Instructions 
Testing Systems 
Starting and Controlling Operations. 
The UC consists of two major, separate elements: 
a) The Stationary Universal Construction Unit (SUC) (Fig. 6 ) .  
b) Several illobilc [Jnivers:ll Construction Units (MUC) (Fig. 7) .  
The operotionnl evcnts taking pl:~cc at the UC are tls follows: 
a)  The gantry picks up pwts  and subassemblies and pliices them 
on the convcyor, ilrl.:lng:.cti by sul)systcms. 
b)  The convcyor transf'crs thc parts and subasscmblics to the 
turntable where ii MIJC is 1)~rkcd.  
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C) The MUC'e Construction and Assembly System (CAS) transfers 
the parts and subassemblies to the Parts gnd . Subassembly . Truck (PST). 
d) The MUC departs to the construction site and begins construc- 
tion. Continual commuting of the MUC back to the SUC will take place. 
e) The turntable indexes for one sixth rotation and the next MUC 
is ready for loading. 
The center of the SUC contains the central Master Control and 
Command System (MCC) which is programmed for supervising the total 
operation and which communicates with the peripheral controls of the 
' MUC during the self-replication phase and with the replicated SUC during 
the transfer of command and control for the operation of the new :init. 
t The MCC also supervises the operations of its own system elements from 0 '  materials acquisition to product retrieval. In summary, the total composi- tion of the UC is as follows: 
*! 
UC 
b 3 
S UC MUC 
LS PS CC RS Others  
2.8 Product Depot (PD) 
The outputs of the PF are stored here, ready for retrieval. In 
case there are major hardware components for delivery to the EPS, they 
are stacked in such a way to be picked up readily by the PRS. In case 
of pure elements (e.g. oxygen) storage will be in containers to be picked 
up and returned empty to the PF. The PD also serves as a buffer 
between varying output ant! retrieval rates. 
2.9 Product Retrieval System (PRS) 
The PRS collects the outputs of all units of an SRS Field and takes 
them the EPS. The dashed lines of Figure 13 show an example of this 
transport problem. This system's layout needs close consideration in the 
overall growth plan to arrive at an optimum PRS. 
2.10 End Product Assembly r'Sollection System (EPS ) 
Depending on what end product is pli ,ned , the EPS may take many 
different forms. Potential end products nr2 Photovoltnic I'owcr Plnnt t~nd 
Gaseous or Liquid Oxygen. 
2.11 Initial Emplacement Requirements 
The following primary systems must be placed at the selected site 
for SRS operations : 
a) Materials Processing and Feedstock Production Plant (MP) 
b) Parts Production Plant (PP) 
C) Product Facility ( PF). This is optional. 
d )  Universal Constructor (UC) 
e )  Segment of the Prodtict Retrieval System (PRS) serving the 
primary system and each replicn of' that primary. 
f )  Segment of Energy System (ES) serving the primary and each 
01 its replicas. 
g) Segment of the End l'roduct Assembly/Collcction System in 
support of the 9rimory and its replicas. 
3.0 UNIVERSAL PARTS PRODUCTION AND SYSTEMS CLOSI'RE 
3.1 Statement of Problem 
Several workers in the are& of SRS (Laing, Freitas, and others) 
have discussed a potential problem area which involves the PP of an SRS. 
This can be described as follows: If a primary system is to replicate 
itself it may only be able to produce a certain fraction of its number of 
parts, reqviring a second machine to produce part of the remainder, and 
an undetermined number of machines to complete the replication. How- 
ever, all these additional machines must then also be replicated, needing 
additional machines to do so and so on ad infiniturn. 
3.2  Approach ta Problem Solution (Fig. 8) 
We can gather evidence that this problem is salvab' we consider 
the finite characteristics of real machines. To do this w .ir;late tilt 
problem as follows : "Can a set of machines produce all ; ~ k n ~ e n t s ? "  
The argument may be ccirried out tis follows : 
1) If all existing machines were disassembled into their individval 
parts there wodld obviously be a finite number of parts, many of them 
identical, and a large number would be of common categories like shafts. 
motors, wiring, etc. The  only difference between the inachines would be 
a different selection, arrangement and different dimensions of this finite 
number of parts. 
2) A finite number of parts involves a finite number of machine 
operations, this number being less than the number of parts. 
3) Therefore, the number of machines is finite and less than the 
number of operations. 
This reasoning can then be generalized to say: "Every existing machine 
c2n be reduced to a finite set of machine elements, and there exists a 
finite set of machine operations ." 
We can therefore conclude that: "A finite set of machines can 
produce any machine elementtt (miversa1 machine shop). In order to 
miniaize the number of pasts and of machine operations, however, a 
limited number of standard, common elements should be developed and 
machine operations should be limited as much as practical by substitution 
(e. g. , die-casting instead of macMning, grinding and, finishing). 
3 . 3  ~xtensibn of Approach 
A similar reasoning may be applied to the materials processing and 
feedstock production : 
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1) There exists a flnite number of different materiels anywhere. 
2) There is a flnite number of materials processes which is less 
than the number of materials because single processes result in various 
materials (e . g. , silicon and oxygen) . 
3) There is a finite and rather limited number of feedstock require- 
ments (e.g., bars, rods, ingots, p h t f i ~ ,  ,tte.). 
4) The number of materials is much less than the number of parts. 
5) Therefore, there is a finite and limited nmber of MPRts and 
FPR's required for an SRS. 
4.0 ENERGY SYSTEMS (ES) 
An SRS and more so un SRS field with a large number of SRS 
units will require o considerable quantity of energy to replicate and to 
produce. It is postulated that solw and nuclear energy are the only 
practical sources of that energy. Since a nuclear energy source cannot 
bet replicated and a single source would be excessively massive (power 
requirements estimated in the gigawatt range) that leaves solar energy as 
the sole source. 
The following daylight options for ES's can be considered : 
a) Central photovoltaic with a ground cable network. 
b) Distributed photovoltaic with local distribution system. 
C) Individual photovolt sic . 
d)  Satellite Power System with a microwave or  laser power trans- 
mission with options of a central, local, or  individual receiver. 
The following night options can be considered: MHD, thermionics, 
or turbogenerators using fuel generated with excess capacity during 
daytime. The fuel could be aluminum, calcium, or inagnesium and oxygen. 
As a reference ES pending future tradeoff studies, a central silicon 
photovoltaic power station of 15 percent efficiency has been assumed. 
Since this ES may have output in the ten's of gigawatt range and, there- 
fore, its size would be several tens of kin2 it  must be outside the SRS 
field. A practical location seems to be near the End Product Assembly/ 
Collection System (EPS) because a Production Parts Retrieval System 
(PRS) is already in existence (paragraph 2.9). 
Each SRS will produce in the PF in line with its scheduled products 
a part of the ES equal to the energy needs of its replicas. This will be 
retrieved with the regular products by the PRS and assembled to the ES. 
The ES capacity, therefore. will grow with the demand during the self- 
replicating phase. 
5.0 GROWTH CHARACTERISTICS OF SELF- 
REPLICATING SYSTEMS 
5.1 General 
The self-replicating process which proceeds from a single primary 
system to many hundreds of systems has to be carefully planned to reach 
the desired final capacity without running out of space and material. 
There are possibly very large numbers of feasible growth patterns 
which allow selection to adapt to local area and material situations. For 
practical purposes certain constraints in the pattern selection must be 
applied if undue programming complexity is to be avoided. 
The growth patterns investigated here are based on the following 
general groundr ules : 
a) Self-replication shall be sequential, one replica at a time by the 
primary system (Fig. 9A). 
b) Each replica is constructed during a constant time interval t. 
This time interval is constant throughout the total system and is used as 
general time unit. 
C) The number of replicas n of each "primaryn system is a constant 
throughout the system. An exception is noted later on. 
d) There i s  a pre-determined minimum spacing between adjacent 
replicas. 
e) Production begins after the replication phase is turned off. 
No simultaneous replication and production except in option d. 
5.2 Self-Replicating Options 
The following notations are used: 
n = number of replicas per primary. 
m = number of generations until cutoff. 
t = time required to replicate a system, the unit of time. 
k = number of time interval (k  = 1, 2,  3 . .  . ) 
sk = number of systems generated in the kth time interval. 
T = total replication time between start and cutoff of the total 
system. This will always be a multiple of t to avoid unfinished systems. 
S = total number of systems available at cutoff. 

There are four baaic self-replication options available: 
Option a (Fig. 10) 
L - 6  CUT-OFF 38 
Figure 10. Option (a) S = 15. 
Each unit produces a fixed number of replicas and begins produc- 
tion thereafter. Replication proceeds through a fixed number of genera- 
tions for each branch of the system. We have 
Option b (Fig. 11) 
Like option a ,  a fixed number of replicas n is produced by each 
primary. However, replication continues throughout the system until 
cutoff at T. Due to the sequential replication, earlier branches will have 
produced more generations of replicas than later branches. We have: 
si = si-l + si-2 + . . . + S i-n (4) 
CUT-OFF 
Figure 11. Option (b) S = 33. 
The totals for each time interval form a recursive sequence of Fibonacci 
numbers where the nuniber of replicated units at any time interval of 
length t is equal to the sum of the n preceding numbers of replicated 
units (See Section 6.0). Since there is always an original system 00 rvo 
have : 
At k = 1 the original has illwiiys produced the first replica (11); 
therefore, 
At k = 2 the original has always produced the second replica (12 ) ,  and 
(11) has produced its first replici~ ( 2 1 )  ; therefore, 
From here on wc construct the sequence according to equation ( 4 ) .  Sim- 
ilar to equation (2 ) ,  
Option c (Fig. 12) 0 
k 
4 
0. .... 
CUT-OFF 
Figure 12. Option (c) S = 127. 
By lifting one of the previous groundrules a SRS can pmduce its 
replicas simultaneously. Large mass flows and possible programming com- 
plexity are involved in this high production rate option. 
Here w e  have: 
This option covers options a-c but with simultaneous replication and 
production rat her than sequential (Fig. 9B). 
The comparative growth rates of options a through c are given in 
Figure 13. A summary of the options is shown in Table 2. 
. 
Figure 13. Growth rate comparison. 
TABLE 2. SELF-REPLICATION OPTIONS 
Self- 
Replication 
Options 
a 
b 
c 
d 
No. of 
Replicas 
Fixed 
No. of 
Generations 
Fixed 
Variable 
Fixed 
\ 
Any of the above Simultaneous 
Replication 
Timing 
Sequential 
Simultaneous 
Production 
Versus 
Replication 
After 
Cg2.'~*-g**f;?,rr r..; . . 
5.3 Growth Plans for Self-Replication 
A few examples of growth plans are discussed here. Figure 14  
shows in some detail an SRS field with simultaneous construction of three 
replicas per primary over three generations resulting in a cutoff time 
of T = 9t (k = 9) and 40 units capacity, 
The routes taken by the MUC's are shown by solid lines, the 
product retrieval routes taken by the PTfs  are indicated by dashed lines. 
Figure 15 shows n growth plan for an SRS field with sequential cor.struc- 
tion of replicas with n = 3 and T = 9t (k = 9) prod~~cing  326 units. 
This type of growth pattern may be well suited for the production 
of different products in cach cluster which then are assembled into a 
final product in the EPS. It is interesting to note that the number of 
units in each cluster is again n series of Fibonacci numbers. In the 
example shown in Figure 15, the clusters of the second generation ( 2 1  - 
29) have the pop111 i\ t' 1011 
Generation 29 2 8 2 7 2 6 25 2 4 23 22 2 1 
i1 1011 Popul t' 8 15 28 15 2 8 5 1 2 8 5 1 94 
The number sequence is then: 
which is the Fiboni(tci sequence for n = 3. Therefore, if one knows the 
population of the srnallest cluster one may obtain the population of any 
other cluster of the same SRS Field. Obviously there is a large varicty 
of growth plilns possible; however, certain considerations are importi)nt, 
e.g. : 
a) The bcst way to retrieve the products and transport them to 
the End Product Asscml>ly /Collection System (EPS) . 
b) The bcst wily to control and maintain growth up to the desired 
capacity . 
c)  The  optim urn rcLltionship between progranlrlling complexity and 
space utilizntiorl. 
5.4 Future Expansion of Self-Replicating Systems 
Assume that the growth plan of an SRS field is layed out bnsed on 
minimum desireti distances between adjacent units constructed during the 
final time interval. 11' ;I later decision is  made for an incretlsed production 
capacity, a nun~ber o f  options are available: 
1 )  The rniiss flow capacity for self-replicatioil is expected to be 
greater than for production. The  total capacity could be converted to 
production prcviding for ample irowth . 


b) The use of "runners" appears practical. Selecied SRS units 
of the final time interval could receive instructions to construct one or 
several single units in a suitable, radially outward direction (runners) 
and then return to standard instructions. Thus,  the last unit at the 
end of the runner becomes the primary for a new SRS field (see dash 
Unes in  Figure 15) 
5.5 Control and Command (CC) 
A first cut at required CC between SRS elements is  shown in 
Figure 16. The overall Master Command and Control System (MCC) of 
the UC is shown in the center operating i ts  own SRS unit through indi- 
vidual communication links. These address the local CC system of indi- 
vidual SRS elements. These, in turn,  communicate with each system 
within the elements. 
MCC is also connccttd to the stationary and the fleet of Mobile 
Univerml Construction Units (SUC and MUC1s) which replicate the pri-- 
nlitry SRS above. A possible option becomes apparent from this f i q r e :  
i l l 1  all nlobilc liC could nlovc from place to place and construct more than 
oltc 1-cplicn. This would nleiin scl)iil';ltion of operation and replication. 
il 1011 . This nccds fu18ther itlvcstig t' 

6.0 COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS OF' SEI,F- 
REPLICATING SYSTEMS 
This section addresses two cases, those referred to as Option a 
and Option b of the previous section. Seve:al formu'as v~ill be derived 
and those most useful, i~ seems, are 17, 13, 19, 22 and 23. There are 
multitudes of novel relationships that one may discover hidden in repli- 
cating sequences [ 31. 
We begin by looking at Option b where replication continues 
throughout the system until cutoff at time T = kt. To more clearly illus- 
trate the methods used to derive the formulas we will concentrate on the 
c-se of two rcplications per primary, n = 2, and rei'cr to Figure 10. Ws 
begin by noting the relntionship which must exist between the number cf 
replicas p!.oduced in each time interval. Any wplicn must h;ivc been 
produced during one of the pr.?vious time frame:; since each replica pro- 
duces two offsprings, one in cach of' thc tivo time framcs inirncdiatcly 
following i ts  own construction. This nlcilns thiit the total numbur of rep- 
lici~s s. pl'oduccct in thc ith time it~tcrviil equals that produccd in the 
1 
prcvious two, i .c . ,  
This recursion reli~tion with s = sl = 1 gives precisely what is known 
0 
as the 17ibo11acci numbers. One rniiy compute thc total nlimber of replicas 
S in k time intervt~ls as foliows. Wc *-cwritc thc :tl)ove c.>:l!ttiun , - - k .'i.- 2 
Since s2 = I and for n = 2, the total number of replicas after k time 
periods is one less than that which would be produced during the second 
time period in the future or equivalently, using equation ( 13). we obtain 
one less than twice those of the present frame plus those of the last i.c. 
Instead of using equation (12) to generate the s we may alter- k ' 
nately find the number of replicas produced during the kth time period 
.by adding the elements of Pascal's Triangle lying along a 22.5O line 
beginning on the kth line (Fig. 17) : 
for k = 2j (even) 
i = O  
j 
r (jg:: I) for k = 2j + 1 (odd) . 
i=O 
There are many approaches one may use to arrive at useful for- 
mulas. For example we note that the function f ( z )  = l l ( 1  - z - z2)  i s  
a ;enerating function for the sk. That is 
Also f(z) is analytic in the complex variable sense with singularities only 
the simple poles at 
p1 = (-1 + 6 jl2 and p = -(1 + r5 ) /2 .  2 

Using Cauchyls integral theorem * Cauchy's residue theorem, 
Where I' is any origin centered circle with radius greater than p where 2 
R1 and R2 are the residues of f(z) lzk+' at the poles pl and P2. Thus 
I 
Finally one may conclude that 
Equations (13) and (17) give a formula for the cumulative replicas: 
At this point, if not before, the reader will probably try a few examples 
since these surprising formulas abound with irrational numbers and 
S and sk are both integers. k 
For n > 2 similar expressions may be derived; however, they are 
not as compact as those above. For n = 3 s  Sk = Sk-l + Sk-2 + Sk-3t 
and the total number of replicas after k p e w s  i s  Sk = 112 (3% + 
- 1). - 2sk- 1 + %-2 For clrbitnlry n ,  sk - s ~ - ~  + s ~ - ~  + . . . + s k-n 
and alternatively enc11 sk naiiy bc cttleul~ited by division. in tlli~t 
We now address the more comp?icated system which exists in 
describing the number of replicas at each time interval when the restric- 
tion of a fixed number of generations m is imposed (Option a). We will 
now slightly change our notiltion by adding another subscript. s 
m,k 
denotes the number of repliciis genentted during the kth interval where 
m is  the number of generiltions. 
A s  itn cxtlmplc let us  consider Figure 11 where n = 2 ,  m = 3. One 
observes that the diagram i s  the snmc as Option b until the limited num- 
ber of generiktions begin to curt:lil replication, qua l i ty  ceases after 
k = 3. One also observes that idding one more generation would add 
two replicas for each witha maximun~ of m ancestors. This would add a 
total of 2" replicas. We find the sum after m generations by adding the 
terms, thus 
since w e  have a geometric series. One would like to know the number of 
replicas produced during each tin12 frame. This would essentially require 
2' beiilg partitioned correctly with each part added to the right time frame. 
In i The binomial thcorcm (1 + = : (r) n with a = 1 gives a possibility 
i=O 
111 
.2Il1 - 
- i. (1') ;11a1 11 ci i rcf~l  counting ilrgumcnt establishes that s - 
i ~ f l  m ,m+i 
S 
"1-1 .m+i + ( y )  i = 0 .  1 , . . . . n ~ .  'She ~ C I I C ~ ~ I ~  furmulil for ilny n is 
n 
where the last summation is taken subject to m = C mi and 
i= 1 
k = 1: imi and any s with negative subscript is zem. 
i=l m ,k 
An easier formula to apply may be obtainec' by making use of the 
fact that each replica was produced during one of the previous time 
intervals and may have been from any of the previous generations. For 
example with n = 2 ,  and the k-1 and k-2 time interval, there exist two 
two cases with respect to the K~~ - time interval. pach replica in the 
k-2 interval is either a m-1  generation replica or not. If not, then by 
definition, it has an offspring in the k interval; if so, then the next 
generation puts one there. The same argument goes for the k-1 interval. 
Since that is the only way one may be placed, we have the relation 
8 - 
m ,k 'm-1, k-1 + 'm-1. k-2 (see Figure 16) (22) 
The same argument holds for any n. Thus 
n 
'm,k' = I: 'm-1, k-i i=l 
This approach allows any schedule to be completed recursively. The only difference between option a and b is that for Option b , m equals 
, so that in effect S, , = sm- k;  that is ,  generations are not an issue and 
we drop the m in the notation. 
7.0 SELECTED AREAS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
7.i SRS Field Complexity Versus Single Plant Complexity 
It is important to know the difference in technology investment 
between self-replieation and production. There must be a. threshold where 
. self-replication becomes economical compared with a single large production 
plant. This area requires intensive study . 
7.2 Reliability Requirements 
The relitibility of components limits the complexity of the automata 
we  can build, and self-replication requires automata of considerable 
mmplexity . 
Any self- replicat ion process is able to undergo inheritable mutations 
o r  random changes of' one or more elements. I f  this happens the system 
will usually not coalplctcly replic:~tc itself. A random mutation i s  most 
probably Icthi~l 01- stcrilidng but mily bc nonlethal and inheritable. 
Thcse mutt~tions nlily be compounded stich that either replication 
stops or  nonfunctioni~l systems arc constructed. The potential rapid 
build-up o t' mut :it ions must be invcstignted and the minimum required 
reliiibilitics cstabtislicd. 
7.3 liconomical Self- Replic ii t '  ion 
This will dcpcnd on :I very high degree of commonality between the 
piirts of tlle v:lrious ,systems. New design :lppr~iiches must be developed 
that may stress coiemon;~lity ovcr functionill efficiency. Section Section 3.2. 
7.4 TotalIy Mobile IIC 
The option of ;I tot;llly mobile UC should be investigated to reduce 
time of construction and wiistc. In this case, thc MCC must be divided 
and separated so thc operntional MCC stays wi:h the primary and the 
replication MCC niovcs with the UC. 
8.0 A PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT AND DEMONSTRATION 
PROGRAM FOR SRS 
8.1 Overall PlSogrnm Objectives 
The overall objective of an SRS Development and Demonstration 
Program is to develop an operational SRS to provide a variety of mess 
products from large areas of terrestrial and non-terrestrial raw materials 
autonomously and efficiently. 
More specifically the objectives are: 
a) To provide specific focal points for technology development. 
b)  To provide criteria for the development of required logic and 
mechanical systems of stepwise increasing complexity and their reliability 
and failure modes. 
C) To investigate and solve for technology deficiencies. 
d )  To generate a model that will provide data and information for 
future mission planning (development schedules and cost). 
e)  To evolve toward an operational autonomous SRS. 
f) To present to the technical and scientific crmmunity a new 
technology. 
g) To provide new opportunities for an advanced space program. 
8.2 Approach 
The complexity of an SRS system requires a careful, stepwise 
approach toward development and demonstration. This approach is 
supported by the basic anatomy of an SRS system which can be readily 
designed in a highly modular way that allows a gradual expansion from 
basic technologies and demonstration objectives toward an ultimate "all-upv 
operational systems demonstration and capability. Most developments and 
demonstrations can be carried out on the ground at various locations. 
A s  a minimum demonstration goal the self-replication process should cover 
at least two generations of one replica each to verify proper information 
transfer. 
The total SRS development and demonstration program will consist 
of four major phnses, each of which will have numerous intermediate 
steps. The four phases are (fig. 18): 
a) Self- replication of the Universal Construct ur (UC) from finished 
parts of subassemblies. 
ri a m 3  L W U
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b) Addition of a product facility (PF) . 
C) Addition of parts production from feedstock (PP). 
d)  Addition of feedstock production from raw material processing 
(MP) 
The total development time is estimated to be 20 years with a major 
decision point in the sixth year. The first basic demonstration of a 
construction robot self-reproduction should be possible afier 5 years from 
the start of the development (Fig. 19). The individual development steps 
are briefly described here. 
8.2 .1  Theory , Conceptualizations , Preliminary Concept Design. 
This first step in the evolutionary process toward an operational 
SRS will include the theoretical background for the se,ected kinematic von 
Neumann option and develop engineering concept options for overall sys- 
terns layout including instruction replication, hardware reproduction, 
systems operation and management and selected products. It will also 
include application options and a description of a selected refe-ence 
application as the basis for a development program. The resl Its of this 
step will1 include a preliminary concept design. 
This step will be repeated during the early phase of the system 
analysis in order to survey new situations which may evolve from tech- 
nology developments tind the demonstrations of subsystems. 
8.2.2 System Analyses 
This effort will be continuous during the entire SRS development 
and will be the classical format which does not nee? elaboration here. 
This will be a rather sizable effort involving the generation of a totally 
new industrial production system and which will require a major 
organizational and managerial approach and effort. 
8.2 .3  Technology Development 
This effort will have to respond continuously to the requirements 
originating from the systems analysis and includes computer, commu~iica- 
tion, materials, production and assembly, and autonomous systems 
msnagemeni technology. It covers both hard- and software development. 
Results nlust be fed back into the systems analyses to provide trade-off 
data and systems and subsystems characteristics and performance 
parameters. 
8.2 .4  Technology Verification 
As soon as technology data and requirements become available, 
verification efforts under simulated conditions on the ?round or in space, 
as required, will proceed. Close coordination between development and 
verification must be maintained. 
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8.2.5 Subsystems Demonstrations 
This key effort will be an important basis for a major decision 
point. Its objective is to demonstrate the performance characteristics of 
the partially integrated, previously verified operational conditions. The 
result of these efforts will verify all theoretical and technological efforts 
to date and serve as a qualification for subsequent individual systems 
demonstrations. 
8.2.6 Individual Demonstrations of Systems (Ground) 
If the decision is made to proceed from the subsystems dernonstra- 
tions, the systems must be demonstrated in their entirety. This involves 
the following individual integrated systems : Construction Robot (CR ) , 
Product Facility (PF), Parts Production (PP), and Materials Processing 
and Feedstock Production (MP) . 
Each demonstration can be performed at different locations 8s is 
practical and will run with predetermined, simulated interfaces. These 
10- year demonstrations constitute the major phase of individual systems 
performance, efficiency, requirements, antononly and reliability deter- 
mination in preparation for a development toward an all-up demonstration. 
Each system will be demonstrated in each step of its evolution, 
e. g. the CR will demonstrate four successive capability designs : repro- 
duction of itself, itself plus a PF, itself, a PI? plus a PP, and finally an 
all-up capability. The PP demonstration will be performed in a similar 
sequence. 
8.2 .7  Systems Demonstration With Incremental Build-Up to an AII-Up 
System 
After the individual systems demonstrations have run successfully 
this phase will perform an incremental , uild-up of the final versions of 
each system ending up in all-up demonstration in a simulated environment 
and under the closed possible operational conditions. This demonstration 
will be performed over several generations with several replicns each. 
, , After final all-up rims thdl system can be declared ready f ~ r  lunar 
applications. 
The emplacement time of the first operational primary SRS will 
depend on transportation availability and scheduling which is not covered 
here. 
The initial operational emplacement will follow a predetermined st art - 
up plan which will increase autonomy at n rate which is dotermined by 
the buildr up of corlfidence in the system. Simultaneously control and 
maintenance of personnel will be decreased. 
8.3 Fundamental Development and Demonstration Program Requirements 
(Table 3) 
To establish a flrst order set of development and demonstration 
requirements, we shall define the requirements of each of the basic four 
elements of an SRS as w e  pmgress through the four phases of the 
development and .ldemonstration program. It should be noted that the 
last phase should be equivalent to an operational system, though probably 
different in scale. 
8.3.1 Construction Robot (CR) 
In phase a: The CR1s sole task i s  to construct a replica of itself 
from furnished parts and subassemblies which are readily delivered to the 
CR. The parts and subassemblies include any1 jiggs and fixtures required 
for construction. Phase a could proceed frorn a rather simple CR to more 
complex ones in discrete steps. The last step should approach the 
complexity required by the phase b demands. 
In phase b: A Product Facility (PF) will be added to the CR. 
Therefore, in addition to constructing a repuca CR, the required number 
of Production Robots (PR1s) must be constructed by the CR. The PR's 
are reprogrammable robots commensurate with the desired product 
production. 
In phase c: We add Parts and Subassembly Production (PP) to the 
CR. This requires from the CR the construction of a number of Parts 
and Subassembly Production Robots (PPR's ) in addition, to construct ion 
a CR and PR's. The PPR's have to produce parts and subassemblies for 
PPR1s, a CR and PR7s. 
In phase d:  We add as final element a Materials Processing and 
Feedstock p r o m i o n  Facility (MP) to the system. The MP has Materials 
Processing Robots (MPn's) and Feedstock Production Robots (FPR's) . The 
required pal .s and subassemblies for these must be added to the capabili- 
ties of the PPR1s and the required construction of these must be added 
to the CR capabilities. Table 3  shows this evolution in a systematic and 
schematic way. 
8 . 3 . 2  Production Facility (PF) 
This facility will be added in phase b and may have far reaching 
commonality with the PP to be added later in phase c. It operates with 
PR1s assembled by the CR. 
8 . 3 . 3  Parts and Subassembly Production (PP) 
In phase c ,  the PP will have to produce its own ;-arts in addition 
to the parts required to assemble a CR and the PR's. In phase d the 
PP will have to produce  he parts for the MPR's and FPR's in addition 
to its own parts and those of the CR and the PR's. 
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8.4 Technological Considerations 
a) Definition of a basic set of multipurpose tools and machinery 
with a maximum in flexibiuty. This will automatically lead toward tools 
and machinery that call self-replicate (see Section 2.0 for details). 
b) Definition of basic mu',tipurpose mecha~eal ,  electrical and elec- 
tronic elements and building blucks. This will lead toward a maximi>m of 
commonality of building and inachine elements. 
c) Tradeoffs should be made between numerous single-purp~se 
machines that are relatively simple and easy to replicate and limited 
numbers of multi-purpose machines that are complex and more difficult 
to replicate. 
8.5 Demonstration Phase a 
8.5.1 Objectives 
a) To demonstrate ttie replication of a robot and necessary 
peripheral e 2uipment including the logic system over two generations 
l~raducing one replica in each generation. 
b) To generate information on the reliability and failure modes of 
the replication process and the replicas both in the logic and the 
mechanical systems. 
C) To achieve ~perational cont'idence in the system and protide an 
approach for the addition of a production facility. 
8.5.2 Approach 
A possible development sequence toward the objectives of phase a 
is as follows (Fig. 20): 
1. Define assembly sequence of CR -- here we will devise successive 
steps of complexity by defining a series of assembly tasks I t  231 sub- 
assemblies down to complete assembly from individual parts. 
2. Define assembly tools, fixtures, equipment, etc. - All au. iliary 
assembly aids must be defined because they will have to be included in 
the repliaation process, an early option-may be their inclusion in the 
parts delivery. 
3. Substitute manual assembly phases by special tools, fixtures, 
equipment, etc: - It can be readily assumed that certain manual labor is 
involved in the conventional CR assembly. Substitute equipmel~t has to 
be developed andl included in the self- replication process , An early opt ion 
would be their inclusion in the parts delivery. 
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4. Define assembly sequences of tools, fixtures, and equipment 
(including logic system) - The assembly sequenas of both primary and 
substitute tools, fixtures, equipment, ctc. have to be established in 
addition to the CR assembly sequence (task 1). 
5. Define design and assembly modifications - Any design or  
assembly modifications must be considered here which pesult from auto- 
mated assembly requirements. The results must be fed back into tasks 
(1) thmugh (4). 
6. Match assembly sequences with CR capabilities - These 
sequences must be matched with the CR capabilities. Any changes must 
be fed back into task (5). 
3. Parts list - A complete parts list can be drawn up now. 
8. Final Assembly Sequences - The complete self- reproduction 
sequence can now be described. 
9. Program Instructions - A computer program can now be written. 
10. Logic System - A logic system must be designed to receive the 
program instruction including the capability of copying the program 
instruction at the end of the self- reproduction phase. 
8.6 Demonstration Phase (b) 
8.6.1 Objectives: 
(a) To demonstrate the replication of a PF in addition to the 
replication of a CR (phase (a)) including controls and logic systems over 
two generations producing one replica in each generation. 
(b) To generate information on the adaptability of the CR to addi- 
tional tasks and on the reliability and failure modes of the replication 
process and the replicas both in the logic and the mechanical system. 
(c) To introduce the division of activity of the stationary and 
mobile part of the CR required to construct the PF. 
(d)  To achieve operational confidence in the system and to provide 
an app~aach for the addition of o PP. 
8.6.2 Approach 
Depending on the desired product a set of PR's are defined that 
are capable of assembling this product at the desired production rate. 
These PR's should have maximum similarity to the CR to minimize the 
additional tasks of the CR to assemble PR's. 
(a) Define assembly sequence of PRts. Successive steps of com- 
plexity wil l  be devised by defining a series of assembly tasks from sub- 
assemblies to individual parts. 
(b) Define assembly tools, fixtures, equipment, etc . All auxiliary 
assembly aids must be defined and will  form a part of the parts delivery. 
Define also any assembly sequences of this equipment. 
(c) Develop CR capabilities based on the requirements above. 
(dl A parts list can be drawn up now. 
(e) Describe the complete CR + PF self-reproduction sequence. 
( f )  Develop a computer program and the logic systems for the 
CR-MCC and the production program. 
8.7 Demonstration Phase (c) 
8.7.1 Objectives : 
(a) To demonstrate the minimum closure of a universal parts 
production system from feedstock. 
(b) To demonstrate an extensive, universal parts poduction capa- 
bility from feedstock under fully automated and controlled conditions. 
(c) To demonstrnte parts recognition, programmed parts production 
rates, automated sortir-g of parts by subsystems and required subsystems 
assembly, and by, SRS systems. 
(d) To demonstrate reliability and failure modes of PPR's 
(e) To demonstrate the extended CR ctlpability of assenblying 
CR's, PR's, and PPRts and to show the site locatian and assembly sequen- 
cing capabilities of the MCC in conjunction with the RIUC . 
8.7.2 Approach 
Here we have for the first time machining operations performed by 
PPR's. We determine the number of types of machine operations that 
n~ust be performed to make the parts for the PR's and CR's. Then we 
select the PPR's that can perform these machining operations. Now we 
check the necessary machine operations to produce the parts of the 
PPR1s. These may either be identical to the operations required for the 
PR's and CR ' s  or may need additional operations not yet covered. This 
then requires the addition of PPR's to cover these additional machining 
operations. In order to "close" the system as soon as possible the PPR's 
shall be designed for maximum commonality of parts. In this phase the 
CH's will now have the additional task of assembling PPR's in addition to 
PR1s and CR replication. Therefore, the CR of this phase could be a new 
design with extended capabilities or an extension of the CR in phase (b)  
if feasible. 
8.8 Demonstration Phase (d) 
8.8.1 Objectives : 
(a) To demonstrate an "all-upn SRS. 
(b) To demonstrate the material processing from new material to 
feedstock for lunar materials or equivalent. A s  an option terrestrial 
materials for potential terrestrial applications can be processed. 
(c) To demonstrate "closed-loopn materials pmcessing with complete 
pmcessing agents recovery. 
(d) To demonstrate automated materials analyses and recognition 
and automated process adjustments. 
(e) To demonstrate the SRS traffic and transport systems (MUC, 
PRS). 
(f) To demonstrate the growth of the EPA and ES through incre- 
mental additions. 
8.8.2 Approach 
This will be the basis for an "all-upv system. We determine the 
material requirements of all parts of the system (CR, PR, PPR, FPR and 
MPR) and compare those with available raw materials. With proper plan- 
ning including materials substitutions a match between available materials 
and requirements will exist. Parts for which no material exist must be 
furnished. The necessary materials processes and feedstock production 
phases are now analyzed as to their robot requirements (MPR's and FPR's) 
and the robots are defined. Again maximum commonality of parts among 
them and the rest of the robots is of utmost importance to achieve a 
reasonable and early closure rate at the PPR's. The final CR now requires 
an assembly capability of the total system and should be optimized for 
this task. This done, another complete parts and machine operations 
analysis will determine the final stable of PPR's. 
8.9 Conclusion 
1. The initial CR could be rather Limited in its capabilities, just 
sufficient for self-replication from parts and subassemblies. 
2. It is important that each phase has intermediate steps that 
lead from basic initial requirements of the first step to the initial require- 
ments of the next phase to provide for a gradual and manageable increase 
in complexity. 
3. Each element of Table 3 requires a detailed analysis based on a 
set of assumptions to be postulated at the outset. 
4. The definition of the individual elements of the SRS is a highly 
iterative process, e.g. the configuration of an MPR depends on the 
material requirements of parts to be produced by the PPR's ; however, 
these parts partially depend on the type of materials to be processed 
which affects the configuration of the MPR, etc. 
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